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Student 
Objective:

Students will understand that people in society have equal rights but many 
different viewpoints. One of the government’s roles is to work toward applying 
rights fairly when there is conflict. 

Essential  
Question:

How does the government try to balance 
everyone’s rights?

Topic  
Introduction:

Share the unit title and essential question with students. Explain to students 
that sometimes conflicts arise because different people want different things 
and feel they have a right to them. Tell students that they will read two 
selections about how individuals and organizations within the government 
work toward making fair laws and decisions.
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Selection 1

Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights 

Lesson Plan

 1. Introduce the Selection
Review with students that, despite the United 
States Constitution, including the Bill of 
Rights, certain groups have not always had 
the rights they have today.

 2. Read Aloud the Selection
Reproduce the selection and distribute it to 
each student. Students will use this for all 
activities within the unit. Point out that some 
of the words in the text are defined at the 
bottom of the pages. 

Have students follow along silently as you 
read aloud. Direct students’ attention to 
graphic elements or visual aids. 

 3. Introduce Vocabulary
Reproduce the Dictionary and the Apply 
Vocabulary activities and distribute them  
to each student. 

Dictionary: Read aloud the vocabulary 
words and definitions. Point out that 
champion and climate are multiple-meaning 
words, or homonyms. Discuss definitions and 
usage as needed. 

Have students find each vocabulary word in 
the selection and read the context sentence. 
Then have students complete one of the 
leveled activities below:

•	Basic level: Write the context sentence on 
the lines below its definition.

•	Challenge level: Write a new sentence  
using the vocabulary word and share  
the sentence with a partner, a small group,  
or the whole class.

Apply Vocabulary: Have students complete 
the activity independently, with a partner, or 
in small groups.

 

4. Students Read the Selection
Have students read the selection 
independently, with a partner, or in  
small groups. 

5. Analyze the Selection:  
Oral Close Reading Activity
Have students number each paragraph in 
the selection before they begin the close 
reading discussion.

Use the script on the following page to guide 
students in discussing the selection. Explain 
that close reading will help them notice 
important parts of the selection. Encourage 
students to refer to the selection as necessary 
to find the information they need.

To support visual learners, you may wish to 
cover up the sample responses and reproduce 
and distribute the discussion questions for 
students to refer to.

 6. Understand the Selection
Reproduce the Answer Questions activity and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
complete the activity independently. 
Encourage students to refer to the selection as 
necessary to help them answer the questions 
and/or to check their answers.

You may wish to use this as a formative 
assessment to determine students’ 
understanding of the text.

 7. Write About the Selection
Reproduce the Write About It activity and 
distribute it to each student.

Graphic Organizer: Have students complete 
the graphic organizer in small groups.

Writing Prompt: Have students complete  
the writing assignment independently on  
a separate sheet of paper.
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Oral Close Reading Activity

Ask students the following text-dependent questions and have them refer to the selection as needed. 

Questions Sample Responses

Where was Daniel Inouye from?

Where were his ancestors from?

Who are the Nisei?

Hawaii

Japan

American-born people with Japanese ancestors

What career did Inouye decide on 
when he was in high school?

What event happened in the U.S. 
that changed his plans?

surgeon 

the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the entry of the U.S. into 
World War II

In the third paragraph, what does 
the word “soil” probably mean?

How did you figure it out?

land 

The Japanese attacked a naval base, so it’s obvious that 
“soil” doesn’t mean “dirt” here. It’s the land where the base 
is located.

What did Inouye want to do after 
the Pearl Harbor attack?

Why couldn’t he join the army?

How did he eventually get into  
the army?

join the army, serve his country 

The government wouldn’t let Nisei into the army.

He and others appealed to the White House. The 
government allowed them to serve in a unit that was  
all Nisei.

What happened to Inouye near the 
end of the fighting in Europe?

He was seriously injured; he lost his right arm.

What did he spend his life working 
toward after the war?

Why?

peace and equality 

He had seen a lot of violence and discrimination, and those 
things really bothered him.

In the fifth paragraph, what does 
the word “statehood” probably 
mean?

How did you figure it out?

being a state 
 

The suffix –hood means “condition or quality of being.”

What was Inouye’s career after  
the war?

politician in the U.S. government; House of Representatives 
and Senate
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How does the government try to balance everyone’s rights? Essential Question

Daniel Inouye: 
Champion of Equal Rights

Have	you	ever	heard	about	someone	who	

struggled	with	a	challenge,	then	decided	to	help	others	

with	the	same	challenge?	Daniel	Inouye	[in-O-way]	 

was	such	a	man,	and	he	helped	many	people	with	

challenges	receive	equal	treatment.

Inouye	was	born	in	1924	in	Honolulu,	Hawaii,	to	

American	parents	of	Japanese	descent	who	worked	on	

a	sugar	plantation.	Hawaii	was	a	U.S.	territory	at	the	

time.	Intending	to	become	a	surgeon,	Inouye	

volunteered	as	a	Red	Cross	medical	aide	while	in	high	

school.	On	December	7,	1941,	when	he	was	seventeen,	

Japan	attacked	the	U.S.	naval	base	at	Pearl	Harbor,	

which	was	near	Honolulu.	Inouye	was	among	the	first	to	

provide	medical	treatment	to	the	people	who	were	wounded.

In	response	to	the	deadly	attack,	the	United	States	entered	World	War	II.	

Because	Japan	had	attacked	U.S.	soil,	the	climate	in	the	United	States	was	

strongly	anti-Japanese.	Inouye	was	eager	to	serve	his	country	by	joining	the	

army.	However,	the	government	had	classified	American-born	children	of	

Japanese	immigrants—referred	to	by	the	Japanese	term	Nisei	[NEE-say]—

as	“enemy	aliens.”	There	was	a	ban	against	Nisei	serving	in	the	military.	

Inouye	and	other	Nisei	appealed	to	the	White	House.	They	were	eventually	

allowed	to	serve,	but	only	in	an	all-Nisei	unit.	Inouye	entered	the	army	at	

age	eighteen,	just	over	a	year	after	the	Pearl	Harbor	attack.

Even	though	Inouye	struggled	emotionally	to	accept	the	violence	of	

war,	he	was	an	outstanding	soldier	who	received	numerous	awards.	Weeks	

before	the	fighting	ended	in	Europe,	Inouye	suffered	serious	injuries	during	

a	battle	in	Italy.	He	surprised	his	surgeons	and	survived,	but	his	right	arm	

was	too	damaged	to	save.	Inouye	was	later	awarded	the	Medal	of	Honor,	

ban:	an	official	rule	saying	something	is	not	allowed

unit:	a	group	of	soldiers

Daniel Inouye
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Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights, continued

the highest U.S. military award. His all-Nisei unit became the most 

decorated military unit in U.S. history. 

After experiencing the horrors of war as well as the effects of racial 

discrimination, Inouye devoted the rest of his life to working for peace and 

equality. He studied government and economics in college and later earned 

a law degree. He was active in Hawaii’s territorial government. Following 

statehood in 1959, he was Hawaii’s first elected official to the U.S. House  

of Representatives. Inouye served in the House for three years before 

representing Hawaii in the U.S. Senate for fifty years.

As a senator, Inouye worked to bring educational and economic 

opportunities to Hawaii. He also protected the state’s abundant natural 

resources. He supported programs to make life better for Native Americans 

in all states. He was active in the effort to pass the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 

which outlawed school and workplace discrimination. This act allowed 

racial, ethnic, religious, and national minorities and women to learn at the 

same schools as everyone else and to get the same kinds of jobs. Inouye 

helped Filipino World War II veterans get retirement payments and medical 

benefits. Inouye also fought for a law on behalf of disabled people. His 

efforts helped improve educational opportunities for low-income, special-

needs, and military children.

When Inouye died in 2012 at the age of 88, he was the highest-ranking 

Asian American ever to serve in U.S. politics. After his death, Secretary of 

State Hillary Clinton honored Inouye, stating that he “spent his life working 

for a brighter future, and we are all better off for it.”

Daniel Inouye’s Accomplishments

Worked as a medical  
aide right after the  
Pearl Harbor attack

Earned degrees in 
political science 
and law

Represented Hawaii  
in the House of  
Representatives

1941 1943–1945 1950–1953 1954–1959 1959–1962 1962–2012

Fought in 
World War II

Active in Hawaii’s  
territorial  
government

Represented 
Hawaii in  
the Senate

minorities: groups that are different from the larger group

veterans: people who have served in the military
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Dictionary
Write a sentence using each vocabulary word.

champion: someone	who	fights	for	or	speaks	out	for	a	belief	or	cause

 

descent: ancestry;	the	origin	of	your	family

 

climate: the	mood	in	a	place

 

appeal: to	ask	for	support

 

decorated: given	medals	or	awards

 

discrimination: unfair	treatment	of	a	group	of	people

 

abundant: a	large	amount	of

 

behalf: for	the	benefit	of	someone

 

Balancing All Sides:
Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights
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Apply Vocabulary
Complete each sentence using a word from the word box.

Word Box

abundant appealed behalf champion

climate decorated descent discrimination

	1.	 My	Aunt	Barb	was	 	for	her	service	in	the	Iraq	War.

	2.	 Public	schools	do	not	allow	 	against	any	students.

	3.	 Tim	 	to	his	teacher	for	some	extra-credit	work	to	improve	 
his	grade.

	4.	 Maya’s	parents	were	of	Polish	 ,	but	they	grew	up	in	Argentina.

	5.	 After	the	blizzard,	there	was	 	snow	for	skiing.

	6.	 Principal	Singh	spoke	on	 	of	the	accused	student.

	7.	 Jamal	enjoyed	Ms.	Bell’s	class	more	than	Ms.	Litt’s	because	he	preferred	the

	 	 positive	 	of	Ms.	Bell’s	class.

	8.	 The	parent-teacher	club	president	was	a	 	of	starting	a	 
peer-tutoring	center.

Write two new sentences. Use a word from the word box in each.

	1.	

	2.	

Balancing All Sides:
Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights
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Answer Questions
Read and answer each question.

 1. Why wouldn’t the army let Daniel  
Inouye join?

A He wasn’t old enough.
B He was of Japanese descent.
C He was from a territory, not a state.
D He struggled with the violence of war.

 2. Which of these is an example of how 
Inouye worked for equality?

A He was awarded the Medal of Honor.
B He protected Hawaii’s natural 

resources.
C He helped pass the Civil Rights Act.
D He was honored by Hillary Clinton.

 3. Which of these events in Inouye’s life 
most likely led to his achievements in 
government?

A being banned from military service 
B accepting the violence of war
C volunteering as a medical aide
D being born in Hawaii

 4. Which word best describes Inouye’s 
character?

A bitter
B carefree
C curious
D determined 

 5. Explain why the U.S. government discriminated against the Nisei in World War II and why  
it was unfair.

 6. What probably led Inouye to fight for a law on behalf of disabled people?

 

Balancing All Sides:
Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights
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Write About It
Graphic Organizer

Think about the challenges that Daniel Inouye struggled with in his lifetime. You will 
be asked to explain how these challenges caused Inouye to devote his life to helping 
other people with similar challenges. Use the chart below to organize your writing.

Inouye’s challenges How he helped others with similar challenges

Writing Prompt

On a separate sheet of paper, write three paragraphs to explain the challenges 
that Daniel Inouye struggled with and how they caused him to devote his life to 
helping other people with similar challenges. Include details from the selection in 
your response.

Balancing All Sides:
Daniel Inouye: Champion of Equal Rights
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Lesson Plan

 1. Introduce the Selection
Tell students that the government includes 
more than the president, Congress, state 
governors, and city mayors. There are  
many groups that deal with local issues,  
such as the board of supervisors, county 
health department, city council, school 
board, tax board, and court system.

 2. Read Aloud the Selection
Reproduce the selection and distribute it to 
each student. Students will use this for all 
activities within the unit. Point out that some 
of the words in the text are defined at the 
bottom of the pages.

Have students follow along silently as you 
read aloud. Direct students’ attention to 
graphic elements or visual aids.

 3. Introduce Vocabulary
Reproduce the Dictionary and the Apply 
Vocabulary activities and distribute them  
to each student.

Dictionary: Read aloud the vocabulary 
words and definitions. Point out that fine is  
a multiple-meaning word, or a homonym. 
Discuss definitions and usage as needed.

Have students find each vocabulary word in 
the selection and read the context sentence. 
Then have students complete one of the 
leveled activities below:

•	Basic level: Write the context sentence on 
the lines below its definition.

•	Challenge level: Write a new sentence  
using the vocabulary word and share  
the sentence with a partner, a small group,  
or the whole class.

Apply Vocabulary: Have students complete 
the activity independently, with a partner, or 
in small groups.

 

4. Students Read the Selection
Have students read the selection 
independently, with a partner, or in  
small groups.

5. Analyze the Selection:  
Oral Close Reading Activity
Have students number each paragraph in 
the selection before they begin the close 
reading discussion.

Use the script on the following page to guide 
students in discussing the selection. Explain 
that close reading will help them notice 
important parts of the selection. Encourage 
students to refer to the selection as necessary 
to find the information they need.

To support visual learners, you may wish to 
cover up the sample responses and reproduce 
and distribute the discussion questions for 
students to refer to.

 6. Understand the Selection
Reproduce the Answer Questions activity and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
complete the activity independently. 
Encourage students to refer to the selection as 
necessary to help them answer the questions 
and/or to check their answers.

You may wish to use this as a formative 
assessment to determine students’ 
understanding of the text.

 7. Write About the Selection
Reproduce the Write About It activity and 
distribute it to each student.

Graphic Organizer: Have students complete 
the graphic organizer in small groups.

Writing Prompt: Have students complete  
the writing assignment independently on  
a separate sheet of paper.

Selection 2

A Challenge for Everyone
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Oral Close Reading Activity

Ask students the following text-dependent questions and have them refer to the selection as needed. 

Questions Sample Responses

What is Diego about to do in the 
selection?

Why is Diego apprehensive? 

What is he going to talk about?

speak at a city council meeting 

He is nervous about speaking in front of a crowd/in front of  
TV cameras; he knows that people are upset.

the poisoned water problem he discovered

How did Diego discover the problem? 

How did he get it tested?

He took a water sample for a science project and had  
it tested.

Diego’s cousin Sofia gave the sample to her college 
chemistry professor, who tested it.

What is the problem with the water? It has toxins/pesticides/poisons in it. It is not safe to drink.

Which three government 
organizations took action?

the health department, the city council, the department  
of agriculture

In the third paragraph, what does 
the phrase “sprang into action” 
probably mean?

How did you figure it out?

acted quickly 
 

Springs move instantly when let go.

What was the source of the toxins in 
the water?

Why were there toxins in the water?

the Van Pelt farm 

The farm uses pesticides to produce a lot of food without 
bugs eating it first.

Why were the people of Bedford 
happy when the farm opened?

More people had jobs, and people could buy fresh, 
local food.

What will happen at the meeting? 

Who will eventually decide how to 
solve the problem?

Many people will get to speak and explain their side or 
present information.

the city council
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How does the government try to balance everyone’s rights? Essential Question

A Challenge for Everyone
Diego cleared his throat 

and shifted uncomfortably 

in his seat. He glanced at the 

cameras lining the walls of 

the room. In 15 minutes, the 

Bedford city council meeting 

would begin, and he would 

have to speak in front of 

almost 200 people. Even 

though he was apprehensive, 

Diego knew he was making 

the right decision to speak to 

the crowd. What had started 

out as a school project was 

now going to be broadcast on the 6 o’clock news.

Mr. Rasmussen, Diego’s science teacher at Bedford Middle School, had 

recently assigned a research paper about the value of clean water. While 

other students had focused on drilling new wells in other countries or how 

to safely filter water after natural disasters, Diego had headed straight to 

his own backyard. He gathered a sample of water from an outdoor faucet 

and gave it to a cousin, Sofia, for testing. Sofia was taking a chemistry 

course at the local community college, so she gave the water sample to her 

professor. Tests showed that the water was poisoned. Diego immediately 

told Mr. Rasmussen, who informed the city health department.

The amount of toxins in the water wasn’t enough to cause death, but 

the water was not safe to drink due to the pesticide levels. The health 

department issued an advisory that all Bedford residents should drink and 

cook with bottled water only until further notice. The Bedford city council 

arranged for an emergency meeting to address the situation. The county

filter:	remove	something	unwanted	

pesticide:	a	poison	used	to	kill	bugs
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A Challenge for Everyone, continued

department of agriculture sprang into action, quickly tracking down 

the source of the pesticides. The pesticides came from the Van Pelt 

farm, which had been started six months ago just outside the 

Bedford city limits. Everyone had been so excited to have the farm so 

close. The farm represented more jobs and fresh, local food, so 

everyone had been happy about the farm—until now.

Diego glanced down the row of chairs at Mr. Van Pelt. Concern 

crossed Mr. Van Pelt’s face as he flipped through a series of note 

cards, nervously tapping his foot. Diego had a feeling that this fight 

could get ugly. Half of the room was filled with farm workers, 

chamber of commerce members, and supporters of the Van Pelt 

farm. The other half of the room was filled with worried and upset 

residents who expected a safe water supply.

Diego felt he was somewhere in the middle of the battle. He 

knew that the farm needed to use pesticides to produce bug-free food 

on a vast scale. The farm might face a fine, or it could even be shut 

down. But Diego also knew that, over time, the pesticides could 

make the residents of Bedford very sick. The farm had a right to 

make decisions that would make money. The residents had a right to 

assume their drinking water was safe. 

It was a terrible situation all around. Diego’s job was to tell the 

city council exactly how he had discovered the problem. Then a 

health department scientist would speak, and so would Mr. Van Pelt. 

Afterward, members of the audience could ask questions. Diego took 

a deep breath as the city council members filed into the room. He 

was astonished that a simple science assignment had become such a 

complicated dilemma. He remembered Mr. Rasmussen’s advice: “No 

one will blame you for this problem. It’s up to the city council to 

listen to everyone and work toward a fair solution. You can be proud 

that your discovery will help make Bedford a better place to live.”

chamber of commerce:	a	group	of	business	people	who	help	local	
businesses	succeed
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Dictionary
Write a sentence using each vocabulary word.

apprehensive: anxious;	fearful

 

toxin: a	poison

 

issue: to	give	out	something	official

 

advisory: a	report	that	warns	or	gives	information

 

commerce: business;	trade;	buying	and	selling	of	goods

 

vast: large;	huge

 

fine: money	paid	as	a	punishment

 

dilemma: a	situation	involving	a	difficult	choice

 

Balancing All Sides:
A Challenge for Everyone
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Apply Vocabulary
Complete each sentence using a word from the word box.

Word Box

advisory apprehensive commerce dilemma

fine issue toxin vast

	1.	 Cleo	was	 	about	trying	out	for	the	play.

	2.	 Many	wild	animals	live	in	the	 	open	prairie	lands	of	 
North	America.

	3.	 There	is	a	winter	weather	 	today,	so	be	careful	if	you	need	 
to	drive	somewhere.

	4.	 The	library	charges	a	 	of	a	quarter	per	day	for	each	overdue	book.

	5.	 When	a	spider	bites	you,	it’s	the	 	that	makes	it	hurt,	not	 
the	bite	itself.

	6.	 Next	year,	our	school	will	 	electronic	student	ID	cards.

	7.	 The	coach	faced	quite	a	 ,	having	to	choose	between	 
a	player	with	more	experience	and	one	with	more	talent.

	8.	 Online	 	is	becoming	more	popular	every	day.

Write two new sentences. Use a word from the word box in each.

	1.	

	2.	

Balancing All Sides:
A Challenge for Everyone
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Answer Questions
Read and answer each question.

	1.	 Why	was	Diego	at	the	Bedford	city	
council	meeting?

A	 to	complain	about	the	Van	Pelt	farm
B	 to	gather	research	for	a	school	project
C	 to	share	information	about	the	town’s	

water	
D	 to	support	the	chamber	of	commerce

	2.	 Diego	discovered	the	water	problem	when	
he .

A	 became	very	sick
B	 attended	community	college
C	 met	with	the	city	council
D	 worked	on	a	science	project	

	3.	 What	was	the	health	department’s	 
short-term	solution?

A	 determining	that	the	levels	weren’t	
high	enough	to	cause	death

B	 telling	people	to	drink	and	cook	only	
with	bottled	water	

C	 warning	people	not	to	buy	food	from	
the	Van	Pelt	farm

D	 having	a	scientist	speak	at	the	city	
council	meeting

	4.	 Mr.	Van	Pelt	was	concerned	because	
.

A	 he	was	worried	about	losing	his	farm	
B	 the	chamber	of	commerce	fined	him
C	 the	health	department	issued	a	notice
D	 no	one	was	supporting	his	farm

	5.	 Explain	how	the	problem	hurts	both	the	town	and	the	Van	Pelt	farm.

	6.	 How	do	the	residents	feel	about	the	problem?	How	do	you	know?

Balancing All Sides:
A Challenge for Everyone
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Write About It
Graphic Organizer

Think about the rights of the residents and the farm in Bedford, and think about the 
organizations in the community. You will be asked to describe the rights of residents 
and businesses and explain how community organizations support those rights. 
Use the charts below to organize your writing.

Rights of residents Rights of Van Pelt farm

Whom they support Their role in the water problem

Health 
department

City council

Chamber of 
commerce

Writing Prompt

On a separate sheet of paper, write two paragraphs to describe the rights of the 
residents and the farm in Bedford and explain how community organizations 
support those rights. Include details from the selection in your response.

Balancing All Sides:
A Challenge for Everyone
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Unit Assessment
Balancing All Sides

Topic: Balancing All Sides 
Essential Question: How does the government try to balance everyone’s rights?

Tying It Together

Use the script below to guide students in discussing the essential question and what they have 
learned about the topic from the paired selections. Feel free to expand on these questions and 
responses. 

To support visual learners, you may wish to cover up the sample responses and reproduce and 
distribute the discussion questions for students to refer to.

Questions Sample Responses

What do the quotes at the end of both 
selections say about the value of 
balancing all sides?

It is important work that benefits everyone and makes 
the future better.

What had to happen before any of the 
problems described in the selections 
were solved?

Give an example.

Someone had to bring them to the attention of a 
government organization. 

Answers will vary.

What types of government 
organizations were mentioned in  
the selections?

the White House, the House of Representatives,  
the Senate, the army, the health department, the 
department of agriculture, the city council

How does the government try to 
balance everyone’s rights?

The Senate and House of Representatives pass laws to 
protect people from discrimination and make things fair. 
Local organizations work together to investigate problems 
and listen to all sides to resolve them.

How was the topic “balancing all 
sides” shown in “Daniel Inouye: 
Champion of Equal Rights”?

How was the topic “balancing all 
sides” shown in “A Challenge for 
Everyone”?

It explained how a politician worked for equal rights for 
all kinds of minorities. 

It showed how several organizations worked together to 
solve a problem so that it was fair to both sides.

Why do you think these selections 
were paired together?

They both show that unless people take action to make 
things fair and equal, they won’t be, and problems can 
arise. One selection showed how this is done by making 
laws, and the other showed how this is done locally.
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Plan Your Writing
Graphic Organizer

Think about the problems of the military service ban and discrimination in schools 
and in the workplace, as well as the dilemma in Bedford. You will be asked to explain 
how these problems were addressed and how people’s rights were affected. Use the 
chart below to organize your writing.

Action taken Organizations 
involved How rights were affected

Nisei not 
allowed to 

serve in the 
military

Discrimination 
against 

minorities in 
schools and in 
the workplace

Diego’s 
discovery of 
toxins in the 
water supply

Balancing All Sides:
Unit Assessment
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Write an Essay

Writing Prompt

Write an essay to explain how the problems of the military service ban and 
discrimination in schools and in the workplace, as well as the dilemma in Bedford,  
were addressed and how people’s rights were affected. Give your essay a title. Include  
details from the selections. Use transitions to connect your ideas.

Title:

 

Balancing All Sides:
Unit Assessment
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